
 

  

Collaboration Health Check 

Many Housing Associations are embracing digital transformation and adopting agile 
working not only to enhance services and become more cost effective but also ensure 
that their organisation is ready for the challenges faced in the changing economic, 
social and legislative environment. 

Embracing new ways of working can be difficult as each association is different with 
unique requirements and objectives built on a range of diverse communication 
platforms which in many instances inhibit the deployment of new modern working 
practices and solutions to deliver digital transformation. 

 

 
Collaboration health check overview 

To help business and technology managers prepare for change Voyager has developed a Collaboration 
Health Check which provides them with a snapshot of their current infrastructure coupled with an       
in-depth understanding of how, and if, existing systems will support business goals.  

The health-check includes informed recommendations on collaboration applications that can be added 
to existing systems and also outlines instances where a platform change may be required if additional 
services cannot be supported. 

 

Scope 

Voyager Collaboration Consultants will attend site to meet with key stakeholders to gain an 
understanding of business requirements and challenges, existing communications infrastructure, 
processes and procedures. Based on findings and analysis a report will be produced aligning business 
objectives with currently deployed technologies and recommending enhancements or changes.  

 



Benefits 

• Understanding of how current systems can be enhanced to support collaboration services to 
meet business needs 

• Recommend roadmap to support business changes including new methods of agile working and 
optimised tenant access 

• Explore methods to reduce costs whilst reducing complexity by reviewing On-premise, Hybrid 
and Cloud strategies 

 

 

 

About Voyager 

Voyager has been delivering integrated solutions to the housing sector for several years. 

Critical to the sector is a partner that can deliver network infrastructure and collaborative 
communication solutions that not only improve tenant services across multi channels of 
communication but also demonstrate a greater return on technology investment. 

With reference sites across the UK it can demonstrate how this can be achieved using market leading 
technologies coupled with our design, implementation and support skills. Adopting a flexible approach, 
solutions can be delivered on-premise or cloud-based and backed with support only or a complete 
managed service contract. 

For further information visit our website at www.voyager.net.uk/sectors/social-housing-it-solutions 

 

 

 


